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House of the Dragon will get a shorter second season in view of HBO's long-term plan

The upcoming second season of HBO's House of the Dragon will consist of eight episodes, two less than the first season. It's part of a longer-term plan for the series, with a third season being pretty much a certainty.

There are reports that the makers of House of the Dragon want to give the series at least three or four seasons. News site Deadline has learned that executive producer and showrunner Ryan Condal, working with author and executive producer George R.R. Martin, took a step back as the second season was put together to take a broad look at the series, which follows Martin's Fire & Blood, and flesh out the overall storyline, including how the stories should unfold from season to season. divided up and which fights should be recorded when.
 
 [image: House of the Dragon]
 
 As part of that, Deadline has heard that the third season has already been mapped out and may be greenlit, with HBO seriously considering moving forward with scripts, casting and a production plan as the network also tries to think long-term rather than from season to season. With some of the plot originally intended for the second season, including a big fight, moving to the third season, it's now more likely that the series will run for four seasons, but that hasn't been determined yet, as Condal and Martin have moved on. and again continue to spar about the number of seasons (three or four) that would be optimal to tell the full story, the sources said.
 
 In the prequel series, the Targaryen dynasty is at the height of its power, with more than 15 dragons under its yoke. Most wealthy, real or imagined, fall from such heights. In the case of the Targaryens, their slow fall begins nearly 193 years before the events of Game of Thrones, when King Viserys Targaryen breaks a century of tradition by naming his daughter Rhaenyra heir to the Iron Throne. But when Viserys later fathers a son, the court is shocked when Rhaenyra retains her status as his heir, sowing the seeds of division in the realm.[image: Video on youtube]
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Latest news
[image: NBC cancels Quantum Leap (2022) after two seasons]
NBC cancels Quantum Leap (2022) after two seasons

NBC has decided not to move forward with a third season of the Quantum Leap (2022) reboot starring Raymond Lee.

Today, 20:02

[image: VRT and Streamz will work together for the third season of Chantal]
VRT and Streamz will work together for the third season of Chantal

Well-known names such as Lize Feryn, Robin Keynaert, Kurt Van Eeghem and Ilse De Koe strengthen the cast.

Today, 19:02

[image: John Leguizamo cast in Apple TV+'s Firebug]
John Leguizamo cast in Apple TV+'s Firebug

Emmy and Tony winner John Leguizamo stars alongside Taron Egerton in the upcoming drama series Firebug.

Today, 18:07

[image: Trailer for Netflix's Dead Boy Detectives released]
Trailer for Netflix's Dead Boy Detectives released

Netflix has unveiled the official trailer for Dead Boy Detectives.

Today, 13:02

[image: Netflix orders Agatha Christie series The Seven Dials Mystery]
Netflix orders Agatha Christie series The Seven Dials Mystery

Streaming service Netflix brings Agatha Christie's work back to life.

Today, 11:02

[image: Legally Blonde spin-off in development at Prime Video]
Legally Blonde spin-off in development at Prime Video

Reese Witherspoon is once again involved in one of the most important titles in her acting career.

Today, 10:02
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